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IPSA RC33  
Global Study on the  
Development of Political Science 
 
 
IPSA Research Committee 33 (on the ‘Study of Political Science as a Discipline’) 
wants to contribute to the Global Study on the Development of the Discipline 
by providing an overview of publications on the state of the art of Political Science 
both in countries and on continents (or parts of them), whether these are journal arti-
cles, book sections, books, conference papers, academic dissertations or other relevant 
sources. 
Publications are ordered by country1 name (in the English alphabetical order), 
then in alphabetical order by author name. If publications cover more than one coun-
try or continent2, they are mentioned under all country/continent names. An additional 
label entitled ‘The Discipline’ has also been created (covering topics related to the 
longitudinal analysis of Political Science expansion, independently of the country), 
together with labels referring to international and national political science associa-
tions (e.g. IPSA, EPCR, APSA, etc.). 
There is no time limit with regard to the discipline’s development, as the disci-
pline often is older than generally assumed while older developments may still be rel-
evant. The ‘Global Study on the Development of Political Science Database’ (GSPS) 
helps to map the global development of the discipline and allows recognizing both 
national and regional or continental developments.  
 
                                                
1 In the case of Russia 2 periods were considered: ‘USSR’ and ‘Russia (since 1991)’. Ger-
many was divided into 4 periods: ‘Germany (1850-1945)’, ‘Germany (Former German De-
mocratic Republic)’, ‘Germany (Former West Germany)’ and ‘Germany (since 1990)’. 
2 The dataset includes the 7 following continents’ labels: ‘Global’ (for global analysis), ‘Afri-
ca’, ‘Asia’, ‘Australia/Oceania’, ‘Europe’, ‘North America’, ‘South America’. In what con-
cerns regions, the dataset includes 14 labels: ‘Arab World’, ‘Balkans’, ‘Central America’, 
‘Central Europe’, ‘Eastern Europe’, ‘Latin America’, ‘Middle East’, ‘Northern Africa’, ‘Nor-
thern America’, ‘Northern Europe’, ‘Southern Europe’, ‘Sub-Saharan Africa’, ‘Western Eu-
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Editors 
 
The Editors of the Database (Bob Reinalda3 and Thierry Dias Coelho4) will take care 
of updates on a regular basis. Anyone who wants to add one or more publications, or 
has corrections to suggest, is invited to address the Editors and propose to include cer-
tain publications and/or modifications.  
Editors’ contacts:     
- Bob Reinalda (Project Coordinator): b.reinalda@fm.ru.nl     
 - Thierry Dias Coelho (Corresponding Editor): thierry.coelho@fcsh.unl.pt 
 
Rules applying to the selection of references 
 
Publications should focus on the state of the art of the discipline of Political Sci-
ence/Political Studies, or whatever name the discipline holds locally, with attention 
being paid to the development of the discipline (including crucial parts of it, such as 
International Relations, Methodology, National Political Systems, Political Theory, 
Public Administration, etc.) and its institutes (departments, international and national 
political science associations, institutions, political scientists and researchers), re-
search projects and teaching of the discipline, as well as influential political scientists.  
The publications should help to understand the advance of the discipline in a 
country, group of countries, region, continent or worldwide. The terms development 
and advancement of the discipline may be very wide, but if the Editors have strong 
doubts about the information provided in a publication, or if they as outsiders are un-
able to learn much about the advance of the discipline, they will not include such pub-
lications.  
 
How to cite the Database? 
 
If you refer to the Database, please cite as:  
IPSA RC33 'Global Study on the Development of Political Science': 
Dias Coelho & Reinalda Database [Version: State of the Art], 2015.  
Available at WWW.RC33IPSA-GLOBALPOLITICAL.SCIENCE/GSPS-BIBLIO-DATASET.HTML   
(Accessed DAY, MONTH, YEAR). 
 
                                                
3 Radboud University Nijmegen, Netherlands. 
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This PDF file contains the Dataset’s5 complete listing of publications and allows users 
to have a complete overview of the state of the art of the discipline. The Dataset is 
also available in the following formats: PDF, SPSS, Excel and CSV.  
  
Languages 
The languages published are some main languages in the Latin alphabet: English, 
French, German, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese. Other languages in the Latin alpha-
bet can be included, but (apart from a description in the original language) need a 
translation of the title into one of the main languages, preferably English.  
Languages in another alphabet will be included in a transcription plus a trans-
lation of the title into one of the main languages in Latin, preferably English, as well 
as a reference to the original language. 
 
Style manual 
The APSA style is used for the description of publications (manual available here). 
 
Origin of publications listed in the dataset 
The collection of publications listed in the dataset version is based on a three-stage 
comprehensive research carried as follows:  
1) Search with keywords (see below) on platforms such as Google Scholar,  
 JSTOR, Web of Science, and b-on;  
2) Continued search of papers presented at relevant academic conferences (IPSA,  
 APSA, ECPR, EPSA, National Political Science Associations);  
3) Exhaustive search in the bibliographies of the publications listed in 1) and 2). 
 Stages 2) and 3) are still in progress and new references will be added to the 
dataset in the short term. Likewise, an in-depth examination of the 1850–1950 period 
is still ongoing. 
 
                                                
5 The upcoming SPSS, Excel and CSV datasets contain the data coded according to a set of 
pre-defined variables such as: year of publication, language, countries and regions, authorship 
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Keywords used in the first stage6 of the search 
 
Keywords used for the GSPS are:  
“political science in”, “comparative politics in”, “political studies in”, “international relations 
in”, “the discipline” and “political science”, “political science”, “international relations”, “the 
study of political science”, “mapping political science”, “mapping political research”, “politi-
cal scientists”, “the profession” and “political science”, “political science” and “history”, 
“what do we know” and “political science”, “state of” and “political science”, “teaching of” 
and “political science”, “students” and “political science”, “universities” and “political sci-
ence”, “conferences” and “political science”, “publishing in” and “political science”. 
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